Grizzly Dome & Vicinity

Many routes here are either short or ugly—sadly, sometimes both. Don't be discouraged; remember, we have all mined a little pleasure from similar situations.
1. Tickle Tina's 5.9+
   pro: to 1½"
2. crack 5.7
3. Small Change 5.10d
   pro: to 1"
4. Bombastic Blast 5.10a
   pro: to 4"
5. Stagefright 5.10a
   pro: to 2½"
6. Fat Chance 5.12a, 2x, R at top
7. All My Friends Are Thin 5.11d TR
8. Pippin 5.7
   pro: to 1½"
9. Punchline 5.9
10. Half Moon 5.10, 1x
11. Track Crack 5.10b 
   pro: to 1½
12. Too Bad 5.9, 2x
13. Dead Hobos 5.10b 
   pro: to 1½
14. Death in Venice 5.12tr
15. Fools Rush In 5.10d 
   pro: to 1½", RP's
THE HONING STONE

16. Skid Row 5.11d
17. Ambivalence 5.10c
18. Toe to Toe 5.11a
19. Tastef Reality 5.11a
   pro: to 1"
20. True Grit 5.9
   pro: to 1"
21. Pass the Buck 5.10a
22. Bonsai Book 5.9
   pro: to 2½"
23. Bonsai toprope
24. Bonsai Arch 5.8
   pro: to 1½"

A Honing Stone rating is anything but an absolute
OUTSIDE TUNNEL AREA

25. Tunnel Vision p1 5.5, 1x
26. Tunnel Vision 5.9
   pro: to 1"
27. Crutches Are Cheap - Left 5.9
28. Crutches Are Cheap - Right 5.9+
29. Toy Shop 5.9
   pro: to 1¼"
GRIZZLY DOME

30. Ursus Horribilis 5.8
31. Regular Route 5.6
    pro: to 3"
32. Old Top Rope 5.9
    pro: to 1"
33. Zenith 5.11
34. Bone Breaker 5.10b, 5x
35. You're No Warren Harding 5.8, 4x
36. Pennies From Heaven
37. Space Bucket p1 Left 5.8
38. Space Bucket p1 5.6, 1x
39. Space Bucket 5.10a
    pro: to 1"
40. Pockets of Power, boulder traverse
41. Spare Change 5.10c, 1x
42. He's Got Woody Allen Eyes 5.10b, 4x
43. Grizzly Terrace 5.8
44. Finger gag 5.10c, 3x
45. Out of Order 5.10, 5x
46. Broken Arrow 5.7
    pro: to 2"
47. Wiring the Transatlantic

Parking

40. Pockets of Power
   (Boulder Traverse on
    SUPERB rock at base)
PLUMAS SLAB

48. Nada Da Narda 5.10a
    pro: to 1"
49. Wimps Are People Too 5.7
    pro: to 1"
50. You Round Table Guys 5.8
51. Eclipse 5.6
52. Vernal Equinox p1-p3 5.6
53. Far Left 5.8
54. Top Hat 5.8
55. Vernal Equinox 5.8
56. Solstice 5.10b
57. Blast from the Past 5.8, scary
    FA: Nielsen, Hamar, '74
58. The Black Eye 5.5, A2
    pro: thin pins

59. Side Issue 5.7
60. 10 After Dark 5.9+
    pro: to 1"
61. L route

A SECOND BOLT WAS ADDED TO THE
LAST PITCH OF "EQUINOX" BY
PETE KILBOURNE IN 1978. IT
SHOULD BE REMOVED. (2nd protection
bolt)
ROADRUNNER AREA

62. Marty's Overhang 5.10c
   pro: to 3"

63. "Nightblades" A3, is a thin aid crack on wall down the hwy from "Roadrunner" and ends at 2 bolts.
   pro: hooks, thin pins

64. "Roadrunner" is the right-slanting finger-crack on bouldering wall next to hwy.

65. Clutch and Thrust 5.10d
   pro: to 4"

66. Breezy 5.9
   pro: to 1"

67. Tradewinds 5.7
   pro: to 1"

68. Valley Girl 5.8
   pro: to 1"

69. Stairway to Lichen 5.5
   pro: to 1"

Obvious Overhang in Roadcut

Hwy 70

Hwy 70
Arch Rock Tunnel - East Entrance

70. Fun at the Y 5.9, 1x
71. Bobbing for Poodles 5.10, 2x
72. offwidth toprope 5.11 TR
73. Professor Pupae 5.10c
   pro to 2"
74. Gravity Storm 5.10b, 1x
   pro to 2.5"
75. Wally Corner 5.7
   pro to 3"